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5, 4, 3, 2, 1 BLAST OFF!!!, 
Those were the last words I

ever heard on Earth ...
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As the rocket dashed
through the thick clouds I
looked out of the window

watching the perfectly
royal blue sky fade away.2



At that moment it occurred to me that this, this is it...I CHLOE
SMITH WILL BE THE FIRST PERSON TO PUT A COW ON THE

MOON!!!
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After many black skies and shimmering stars

Olympia the cow and I had made it to the
magnificent glowing Moon. 
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When I was finished admiring the view I took
my first step on the powdery surface. It was so

magnificent that I almost forgot about Olympia
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So I unbuckled her seat belt and led her to
experience the wonders of the Moon.
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Time went on and we had to leave to go back to our
humble home on Earth. But, as soon as I stepped foot on

my rocket I saw a green dot bolt past at rapid speeds.
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At first, I thought I might have been going insane because of my lack of oxygen,
but then the peculiar green dot appeared right in front of my petrified face…

“HI” it whispered to me… 
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The bizarre green dot seemed to be a mysterious alien. The alien looked as green as a
forest with skin as bumpy and textured as a toad. I was still truamitized when the alien

asked me if I was ok. I responded 'yes' but I really wasn’t.
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I soon worked out his name was
Winston and he came from a

gigantic planet called Saturn. He
was a very witty and extremely

bubbly alien.

I come from
Saturn
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Soon after we had chatted ,Winston came to me and asked if I would
join him on a trip back to his beloved home in Saturn. He assured me

that we could take Olympia with us and we could then go back to Earth
straight after the visit.
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 My brain didn't even have to think,...of
course I would go with him: it was a

once in a lifetime opportunity!
I followed Winston to his rocket with

Olympia behind me. 12



 

Winston's rocket was massive and
bulky made out of a polished metal

that shined brightly. 
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 The stars surrounding us
were glittering in the sky

as we zoomed and
travelled to the mighty

Saturn.14



  When we finally made it I couldn't believe my

eyes. Was this true? Was I on Saturn? The one
and only Saturn?
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 I stepped off the rocket and was astonished by Saturns beauty I
couldn't stop staring at the wonderful purple ground and the fantastic

mountains that stood out in the distance.
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My happiness was cut short soon
after we arrived when Winston told

me his rocket was broken…

Winston exclaimed it was
impossible to repair so Olympia

and I would unfortunately never
make it back to Earth.
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I cried for hours and hours and even Olympia was mooing for help.
I wasn't ready to let go of my dear life on Earth but I knew I had

no other choice. I had to face the horrifying fact that I would
never make it back home.
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After three weeks I had settled in well and met some new friends.
Olympia also made some other wacky alien friends. Life was pretty

good on Saturn and each day I was excited for a new adventure.
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''The Trip Into Space' is an adventurous story of a young girl,
Chloe, experiencing many different, fascinating and

extraordinary places, objects and people in our universe. As
well as meeting new friends, Chloe learns that being kind to

others is the most important thing in life. This story will make
your brain twist and turn with curiosity while reading all

about the crazy and marvellous events and adventures Chloe
embarks on.


